List of Awardees

Recognition of Previous Award Recipients

Chemical Engineering Awards:
  \textbf{Nikki Reinemann} (Outstanding Chem. Eng. Junior)
  \textbf{Anna Hailey} (Outstanding Chem. Eng. Senior,
  Outstanding School of Eng. Senior, 2010 Taylor Medalist)
  \textbf{Jonathan Jones} (Outstanding Chem. Eng. Senior,
  Outstanding School of Eng. Senior, David W.
  Arnold Eng. Award, 2011 Taylor Medalist)

Pharmacy
  2011 - Academic Award for Scholastic Achievement in Med. Chem.: \textbf{Jessica Summers}
  2011 - Citation for Distinguished Contributions for Research in Med. Chem.: 
  \textbf{Hannah Gwin} and \textbf{Dion Kevin}

Chemistry Awards
  Teaching Assistant: \textbf{Samantha Reilly}
  Undergraduate Research:
  \textbf{Matthew McDowell} and \textbf{Asantha Dharmaratne}
  Graduate Research: \textbf{Desiree Bates}
  Outstanding Senior Chemistry Graduate:
  \textbf{Coleman Howard}

Other 2011-2012 Award Recipients
  Graduate Student Council Research Awards:
  \textbf{Lorlyn Reidy} and \textbf{Ryan Bu}
  Barksdale Award: \textbf{Billy Forrest}
  2010 Goldwater Scholarship: \textbf{Anna Hailey}
  2011 Goldwater Scholarship Honorable Mention:
  \textbf{Nikki Reinemann}

Presentation of New Awards

Chemistry Subject Area Awards
  General Chemistry:
  \textbf{Cara Madeleine Thorne}
  \textbf{Lance Ezell}
  Organic Chemistry:
  \textbf{Jonathan Shih}
  Analytical Chemistry:
  \textbf{Rachel Williams}
  Physical Chemistry:
  \textbf{Nikki Reinemann}
  Biochemistry:
  \textbf{Julie Dhossche}
  \textbf{Josh Smith}
  \textbf{William Davis}

ACS Pharmaceutical Science Awards:
  \textbf{John J. Bowling}
  \textbf{Falgun Shah}

ACS Research Awards
  Undergraduate Research:
  \textbf{Dion Kevin}
  \textbf{Nikki Reinemann}
  Graduate Research:
  \textbf{Gang Pu}

Other Award Presentations